Activity: Homemade Kinetic Sand

Kinetic sand, sometimes called moon sand, is so fun and easy to make at home! Enjoy the process of making the kinetic sand and hours of play afterwards.

Materials:
- flour
- oil (I used baby oil with aloe and vitamin E and my hands were so soft after!)
- measuring cups
- newspaper to cover your work surface
- cleaning supplies
- food coloring (note that this might temporarily stain your hands)
- bowl to mix ingredients in

Directions:
- add ½ cup of flour to your mixing bowl
- drizzle in some oil and some food coloring
- start mixing with your hands
- the mixture will be crumbly, keep adding more oil and mixing until you reach the texture of slightly wet sand and you can make a ball of sand that stays together
- add more food coloring if desired as you go to make the color more vibrant

Tips:
- Have fun and experiment with different colors!
- Store kinetic sand in an airtight container.
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